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There is no lack of emphasis or
early postwar period when the sitvi.-ar production now and munition:
uation
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output will in all likelihood not only out of might
hand.
sustained but increased until

be
the final and definite defeat of Germany. Furthermore, procurement
schedules for the materiel to con

will be revised upward
quer Japan
5S a result of von Rundstedt’s test
of our invincibility on the Westerr

front.
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Germany will be beaten jn the summer of 1945, that any
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mated at S96 billions for the year,
which is a record for this country
or

any other.
The question of manpower resum-

el dominant importance as
the
year ended. With more than eleven
million men in the armed forces
the bottom of the barrel was scraped to maintain military and civilian
production at the record level.
Employment Off
Hint of an early peace in Europe
sent many war workers in search
of jobs with peacetime futures and
thousands of women, lend-leased
from the kitchen, felt free to return to their homes. Despite the
fact that production was kept at a
high level, here was a drop in employment of one million during the
year, with natural effect on wage

payrolls.
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Russia Favors Greater Territorial
Dissection Of Germany Than Allies
commission With American, BriBy PHIL AULT
United Press Staff Correspondent tish and French representatives.
In eastern Furope, Russia wants
LONDON, Dec. 30.—(UP)— Soviet Russia, determined to guar- and gradually is getting, a chain
of cooperative neighboring smaller
antee her frontiers against anothei
nations to buttress her western
invasion from the west, was under- approaches.
It is this natural
stood tonight to lavor a greater sphere of influence which she is
territorial dissection of Germany seeking to solidify, sometimes by
than do Britain and the United conciliatory methods and sometimes by stronger means.
States.
All three powers however, are
known to be agreed basically on
the folly of dismantling Germany
into a virtually machineless agricultural nation.
The impending establishment oi
(Continued from Page One)

In the north, the Russians made
stern peace with Finland that
weakened the Finns physically and
economically but left their sovereignty intact. Now Finland is unlikely to be an rvenue for another
attack on the Soviet Union.
In the Baltic states, Russia apparently has her own way and will
incorporate tne three former republics—Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania—into the Soviet Union.
Soviet diplomats in Poland have
encountered tneir toughest problem. The Russian government has
affirmed that it wants an independent and friendly Poland It
does not want the present Polish
or her. At the bottom of each ques- exile government in London to retionnaire space was left available turn to Poland.
for the individual to write in other
problems which need studying for
the improvement of Wilmington.
Item of third most importance
to the majority of the 130 persons
filling in questionnaires was the
one dealing with a post-war shelf
of public works. This was followed
closely by sentiment for a broad
redevolopment and slum clearance
program and an awareness for the
need of a complete zoning ordinance. These last three items received 45,44, and 43 votes respectively in either first, second, or
third places.
Sixth place of importance was
marked as the need for development of park and recreation facilities; seventh, improvement of
facilities for automobile traffic for
greater safety and fewer delays;
and eighth, layin? of street lines
and zoning one mile beyond city
limits to control future growth.
In addition to the order in which
the items on the questionnaires
were classified, numerous suggestions were added at the bottom.
The need for municipal port facilites was mentioned by 12 persons;
a

SUPPORT OF LIMITS
EXTENSION EXPECTED

a
Russian-sponsored provisional
Hungarian government in Budapest, once the city falls, is focusthe
ing
foreign-policy spotlight
once
again on the prime Soviet
aim of self security.
In the light of her actions of the

last two years, the Soviet Union
appears to have two major objectives in dealing with the rest of
the world—Allied and Axis alike:
(1) Positive security of her western frontiers to enable Dostwar
reconstruction and improvement of
the homeland, and (2) the formulation of a world security organization in which she can cooperate
with Britain, the United States and
France to keep peace and subju-

but

frequently they

cause

uneasiness because of the sweeping nature of the proposals.
It is quite apparent that the Soviet has not achieved all of its
specific objectives in eastern Europe, but it 1s moving toward them
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ATTENTION SHRINERS!
ALL SHRINERS and their Ladies

are

invited to attend

the ARAB SHRINE CLUBS NEW YEARS PARTY,
Plantation Club
From

1945.

night, January 1st,

Eight TIL. Course dinner, Floor show, Dancing.
all, don’t miss it.

Fun for

Tickets

on

sale WADE REALTY

CO., KINGOFF’S,

JEWEL BOX, FUTRELLES.
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3. In this connection the approach
of Russian forces to Austria is being watched closely for indications
that it may provide an example of
new Allied unity on military operations in an area where political
stakes also are high.
4. London intervention against
Count Sforza in Italy and in behalf
of King George and the Papandreou
government in Greece brought a
direct clash with Washington over
American insistence that the liberated peoples of Europe should be
allowed to set up their own governments—even though that means extreme Leftist or Communists regimes in some cases.
5.
Russia’s close-mouted handling of Balkans affairs, the evident reluctance of Red army leaders to allow Anglo-American observers free movement, raised new
apprehensions about division of
Europe into spheres of influence.
6. Diplomats here spoke of Russia’s primary interest in Eastern
Europe, Britain’s primary concern
in western and southern Europe.
The French leader, General Charles
De Gaulle, jockeyed for a middle
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NEW YEAR
OF
HEALTH, HAPPINESS
AND VICTORY

B. F. Goodrich Stores
!

V. L. BROWN, Manager
14. N. Third St.

Extra Special!
TONIGHT-NEW YEARS EVE

DINE
and

DANCE
TO THE MUSIC OF
:l

And His

Famous Club Orchestra

BIG NEW YEARS' EVE

I

DAXCIE

TONIGHT

No Admission
Minimum

Charge—No Cover Charge
Charge
$1.50 Per Person
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AT OUR GRILL---

Broiled U. S. Choice Sirloin Sieahs
Fried Golden Spring Chicken

Hies.

In connection with the desire for
broad zoning ordinance to establish well-defined areas of the city
ior residential use only, for commercial and industrial uses, it was
pointed out that the Planning board
Pas been authorized by the City
Council only to prepare such a
law.
» The city now has two “spot’ zoning ordinances. One provides for'
residentail use only in t h e area
bounded by Market, Castle, Fifth
and Third streets. The other prohibits extablisifmei^ of filling stations in the section from Thirtenth
to Twentieth, between Rankin and
Market, and also within the area
bounded by Fourth, Tenth, Chestnut and Orange.
Among the groups, to which the
Planning board presented quesionnaires, were Junior and Senior

k/vvu

DON'T MISS THIS

Carolina Beaches.
Although the questionnaire dealt
primarily with physical planning
for the city, numerous persons emphasized the importance of industrial development as well by writing suggestions for advancement
along this line.
It was explained that the Planning board is making arrangements for industrial planning in addition to physical development,
which would complete the industrial and economic survey of the
community looking toward the development of new manufacturing
plants and expansion of existing

x
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get DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK.store*
Saunders Drug store and drug
everywhere. ___

GUY BULLARD

ket, improved relations with our
trade areas, and thorough development of resort possibilities in cooperation with Wrightsville and

5orosis, Lions, Civitans, Exchange,
Rotary, and Junior Chamber of
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postwar objectives.
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Cambridge associates

indigestion,

heartburn, burning sensation, bloat ana
acid
other conditions caused by excess
should try Udga. Get a 25c box of Udg*
aos«
Firs.
Tablets from your druggist.

2. No one in authority here sees
any chance for any peace short of
unconditional German surrender
nor any lack of Allied unity against
the enemy, but for months it has
become increasingly evident that
the Allies are pulling
apart on
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At the year’s end these points
stand out in the Allied picture:
1. In Germany- military power
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can

It is hardly likely that Diamond Jim
tf
Brady could have eaten so voraciously
Sufferer*
he suffered after-eating pains.
stomach
of
the
penalty
who have to pay

pointment.
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POWER OUTPUT
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Did “Diamond Jim” Have
Stomach or Ulcer Pains?

7. The fate of the Polish governappeared sealed and
Russia was expected momentarily
to recognize the Lublin Committee
Polish Liberation, which Russia
sponsored, as the provisional govBritain and
ernment of Poland.
the United States had completely
lost patience with the Polish government at London for not getting
together with Russia, but feared
that elevation of the committee to
ment in exile

organization.
Admittedly Washington and Allied leadership have much to be
proud of, but in a year that had
been hailed as the year of victory,
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(formerly Borhenhagen’s Grocery)
This Store Has Been Purchased By Me
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WINTER PARK

MR. CHARLES

RETAIL sales

store up

Churchill.

The chief antidotes to disappointments, military and political, were
the successful invasion of Europe
—which was a greater gamble than
military spokesmen ever admitted
except privately; the almost complete destruction of German naval
power, which made this possible;
the Allied triumph in the air battle
of Europe; the Russian advance
to Warsaw and the Allied victory
in France; the unexpectedly fast
progress in the Pacific, culminating in the invasion of the Philippines; partial completion of the
Dumbarton Oaks plan for world
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steadily.
For Russia, the No. 1 postwar a junior college was suggested by
aim is to break Germany’s ability eight persons; and a municipal airto make war. To achieve this aim, port proposed by six others.
her ambassador to London is sitStill further planning suggestions
ting on the European advisory included tuberculosis sanitarium,
incinerator, abattoir, development
of a state park on the river front,

N. C.
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Almost every major step Russia
has
taken in an
international
sphere can be viewed in the light
of those two objectives. The Russian methods to achieve self-security sometimes dovetail with the
aims of the United States and

Established 20 Years

run
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gate Germany.
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degree. There seems to be no early
end to the cigarette shortage or tc
gasoline restrictions. Food supplies
will be ample, with month to month
changes in the availability of butter. pork and beef.
Postwar Problems Remain
Although intensive study of postwar
problems were swept into
abeyance with the German successes in the December offensive the
themselves
problems
remain.
Promising sixty million jobs in the
1944 campaign, the President took
on more than is really necessary.
Fifty million jobs would sustain out
peacetime economy at prosperity
levels and give us an annual national income in the neighborhood
of $130 billions.
In terms of real income, based
on present prices and present personal tax levies, a national income
of anything over $110 billions would
give us a better living standard
than any we have enjoyed. In view
of massed savings estimated in excess of $100 billions and deferred
consumer needs of inetimable extent, an annual income of $110 billion or better seems a conservative possibility in the early postwar years. After that is another
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While labor disputes rated black
headlines during 1944 a large percentage of working time was not
lost through strikes. So long as the
emergency situation is recognized
as such, it is not probable that the
strike problem will grow more difficult than it is now. The prospect
for postwar industrial peace is not
good, however, and even the defeat of Germany alone might signal an outbreak of unrest that
problem.
would be hard to control.
-VThe Office of Price AdministraAn ostrich does not bury
its
tion has exercised more effective
head in the sand because it is
control over living than was first
for
afraid, but only to
grub
throught possible. Although living worms with its bill or to cover its
costs, derived from a national aveggs when going away from them
erage of “white market” prices for a short while.
*
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accord on most or all great issues.
In fact, little accord has been obtained. Hence recurrent outbursts
of mutual criticisms and suspicions
among the United States, Britain
and Russia.
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Matching the too-cheerful view
of military progress has been popular belief fostered by cheery official statements that politically
the great Allied powers were in
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share of the increased national income.
Cash
farm income for the year is placed
at $19.5 billions. The
physical volume produced was the second largest of any year and about 6 per
cent above the 1944 yield.
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Farmers
and
manufacturing
workers continue to garner a big-
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(Continued from Page One)

TRADE. INDUSTRY AND FINANCE —1943-1944

While there has been a recent
pass the past year in either pro- increase in the prices
of farm
duction or national income.
lands, there does appear to be tne
National Income at Peak
over-extension of indebtedness that
National income for 1944 is plac- was catastrophic after World War
billions.
Production was 1. War bond purchases
ed at $154
by farmers
almost two and one-third times the are much higher than the national
prewar average. Sixty per cent oi average and the other forms of
this production went to supply out savings
show
proportinate inforces and the armies of our al- crease.
lies That percentage can be inShortages of goods for civilian
creased if need arises since expen- consumption are likely to persist
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TRENDS!

YEAR TO OFFICIALS

position by making an alliance with full power would merely
Stalin and preparing another with I future trouble.
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